**ABSTRACT**
A descriptive cross-sectional survey was done from January to June 2018 in welding shops of Rawalpindi city, Pakistan. The objectives of the study were to determine the frequency of topical ocular anesthetic use among welders and to assess the knowledge and practices of welders regarding safety measures. One hundred and fifty-eight welders from age group of 20 years and above, having welding work experience of more than one year, were included in the study. The sampling strategy was non-random convenient sampling. A pretested structured questionnaire was used to collect data. Topical ocular anesthetic use among welders was found to be 45.6%. Statistically significant association was found between knowledge and practices of welders regarding their safety measures (p<0.05). On binary logistic regression, work experience was found to be the strongest predictor of good knowledge (OR = 4.15, 95% CI = 1.45 - 12.15) and practices (OR=10.46 95% CI = 2.92 - 37.51).
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Welders and flame cutters are those who weld and cut metal parts using gas flame, electric arc and other sources of heat to melt and fuse metals.¹ Welders are prone to occupational hazards, such as flying metal chips, burns in eyes, exposure to dangerous gases and ultraviolet radiations. An immediate treatment taken by welders to these ocular problems is topical ocular anesthesia.² This topical anesthesiogram will damage the superficial corneal epithelial microvilli by limiting the rate of corneal epithelial cell migration with direct toxic effects on Stromal keratocytes.³ Globally, due to unintentional occupational injuries, more than 350,000 workers lose their lives each year.⁴ Flash burns are quite common in welders, but mistreatment may lead to serious deterioration of eye function.

A descriptive cross-sectional study was done on 158 welders between January to June 2018 in welding shops of Rawalpindi city, Pakistan. All welders from age group of 20 years and above, having welding work experience of more than one year, were included.

The sampling strategy was non-random convenient sampling. A sample size of 158 was calculated by using formula \( z^2pq/e^2 \), keeping \( P \) (Prevalence) = 80%,⁵ 10% non-response rate within allowable error of 9%. Data was collected by using a structured questionnaire after seeking formal permission from Ethical Review Committee (ERC-32/AST-18). Identification numbers were assigned to each questionnaire to ensure the confidentiality of the respondents. The Cronbach’s alpha value for the tool came out to be 0.734 on reliability analysis. Content and construct validity of the tool were assessed by subject experts and through pilot testing. Data collection was done primarily by the principal researcher after taking informed verbal consent from each participant. Questions regarding demographics, knowledge and practices of personal protective equipment and topical ocular anesthesia use were asked and responses were marked on the questionnaire. The study was conducted following principles stated in Helsinki’s Declaration. Descriptive as well as inferential statistics were applied for data analysis, which was done by using SPSS version 17. The calculated total scores for practices were classified into two categories of poor (≤19 score), and good (≥20 score); and for knowledge into poor (≤7) and good (≥8) score based on the median score. Data was expressed as frequencies and percentages. Chi-square test of independence was applied to find out the associations between independent variables and dependent variables. Binary logistic regression was applied to determine the best predictor of knowledge and practices. A p-value <0.05 was considered statistically significant.
Among 158 welders, 77 (48.7%) were of age group 21-29 years and 53 (33.5%) welders had primary schooling, and 92 (58.2%) welders had more than five years of work experience.

Seventy-two welders (45.6%) reported the use of topical ocular anesthetic. Sixty-one (38.6%) reported availability of topical ocular anesthetic at shops.

A total of 70 welders (97.2) reported feeling of comfort after instilling local anesthetic in the eyes. Most common source of getting topical ocular anesthetic (54, 75%) among welders was pharmacies without prescription.

Of the 72 local ocular anesthetic users, 60 welders (83.3%) reported use of topical ocular anesthetic to get relief from ocular discomfort. Most of the 41 users (56.9%) reported no limit to the use of anesthetic and 49 (68.1%) were unaware about its complications.

There was a statistically significant association of local ocular anesthetic use with education (p = 0.001) and injury to the eye (p-value< 0.001). Respondents with low education level and had injury were more liable to the use of local anesthetic.

Fifty-eight respondents (37%) reported the availability of first aid kit in their shops. Welders reporting injury to the eye in the past three months were 53 (33.5%). One hundred and ten respondents (69.6%) got spark and 119 (75.3%) experienced irritation to the eye, while welding. One hundred forty-five (91.8%) reported risk of getting spark, while working as helpers.

Ninety-five (60.1%) and ninety-seven (61.4%) respondents reported poor knowledge and practice regarding safety measures. There was significant association between knowledge and practices regarding safety measures among welders (p <0.001).

A significant regression model was found (p<0.001) indicating that the model was able to distinguish between respondents, who had good and poor knowledge regarding safety measures (Table I). This model was explained between 44.5% (Cox and Snell R square) and 60.2% (Negalkerker R square) of the variance between knowledge status and correctly classified 84.8% of cases. Only one of the independent variable made statistically significant contribution to the model (Work experience). Welders having work experience of 1-2 years were 4.15 times (95% CI=1.45-12.15) more likely to have good knowledge regarding safety measures and 10.46 times (95% CI=2.92-37.51) more likely to have good practices regarding safety measures as compared to welders with greater work experience. This result showed that with the increase in work experience, the knowledge and practices regarding safety measures get reduced.

Most welders reported purchasing the drops from pharmacies without prescription in this study and similar findings are reported by Karamouzian; et al. Many pharmacies have employees who prescribe medicines to the customers on the basis of symptoms, which is one of the reasons for misdiagnosis and inappropriate treatment. Due to the work nature and financial circumstances, welders usually seek quick relief of pain to resume their work quickly. Low level of education was found to be significantly associated with more frequent topical anesthetic use (p<0.05). This finding is in contrast to a study which reported significance between high level of education and frequent use of anesthetics.

More than half of the welders were using sunglasses at work other than recommended personal protective equipment (face-shield, goggles). The reason behind the use of sunglasses by the employers might be easy availability and low cost.

Age, education and work experience were significantly associated with knowledge and practices of safety measures in this study. Similar findings were found by Awosan et al, which showed significant relationship of level of education with awareness and use of PPE (p<0.05).

Health education and safety policies need to be strengthened at welding sectors to avoid self-medication. There is an intensive need to emphasise the ocular risks associated with the use of these medications.
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